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ABSTRACT
Human tumor-derived soluble NKG2D sMIC paralyzes the immune system through multiple pathways.
Targeting soluble MIC with a nonblocking sMIC-neutralizing anti-MIC antibody effectuated and revamped
endogenous innate and adoptive antitumor responses. Therapy induced regression of primary tumors and
eliminated metastasis in preclinical models.
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In response to oncogenic insult, human cells were induced
to express a family of MHC I chain-related molecules A
and B (MICA and MICB, generally termed MIC) on the
surface which serve as the ligands for the activating
immune receptor NKG2D expressed by all human NK,
CD8C T, NKT, and subsets of gd T cells.1-3 Theoretically,
engagement of NKG2D by tumor cell surface MIC is
deemed to signal and provoke the immune system to elimi-
nate transformed cells. The significance of NKG2D signal-
ing in eradicating tumors was well proven in experimental
animal models decades ago and re-enforced in recent stud-
ies.4,5 Paradoxically, most, if not all, advanced solid tumors
express high levels of MIC, suggesting a dominant immune
evasion mechanism that allows tumor cells to ignore the
NKG2D-mediated immune surveillance and progress.

Clinical evidence revealed that almost all advanced
tumors in cancer patients produce soluble MIC through
proteolytic shedding mediated by metalloproteases, or by
release in exosomes derived from the cell membrane.3,6

Tumor-derived sMIC is known to be highly immune sup-
pressive (Fig. 1) and profoundly insults the immune system
by downregulating receptor NKG2D expression on effector
NK and T cells,1,3 driving the expansion of tumor-favoring
myeloid suppression cells, skewing macrophages into alter-
natively activated phenotypes,7 and perturbing NK cell
peripheral maintenance.5 High levels of serum sMIC signifi-
cantly correlate with advanced diseases of many types of
cancer. These observations clearly endorse sMIC to be a
cancer immune therapeutic target. However, due to poten-
tial biological limitations, therapeutic effect of antibody tar-
geting soluble MIC was not determined until our recent
studies.8 First, there was no preclinical mouse model for
therapeutic validation since rodents do not express MIC
ortholog and mouse NKG2D ligands present different

physiobiology from human MIC.9 Second, a given anti-
sMIC mAb may also block the interaction of NKG2D with
tumor cell-surface MIC since sMIC shares the same
NKG2D-binding ectodomain as cell-bound MIC.9 This biol-
ogy poses a therapeutic dichotomy.

In our recent studies, we demonstrated the antitumor effi-
cacy of a nonblocking sMIC-neutralizing anti-MIC antibody
B10G5 using a state-of-the-art MIC/TRAMP double transgenic
mouse model, which was shown to closely recapitulate the
oncoimmune dynamics of MICC cancer patients.5 B10G5 is an
anti-MIC monoclonal antibody that can reduce serum sMIC
but does not block the interaction of NKG2D with MIC or
sMIC. On the contrary, B10G5 augments NK cell killing of
MICC tumor cells presumably through enhanced immune syn-
apse formation. With an eight-week monotherapy of B10G5,
TRAMP/MIC mice that had high levels of serum sMIC and
advanced prostate carcinoma exhibited remarkable responses
with significant regression of primary tumors and complete
elimination of metastasis. Therapy obliterated the immune sup-
pression induced by sMIC, exemplified as restoring peripheral
NK cell homeostatic renewal and function and recovering
NKG2D expression on NK and CD8C T cells. Therapy also
remodeled tumor microenvironment by reducing MDSC and
arginase IC cells and increasing infiltration of NK and CD8C T
cells in tumor parenchyma. Furthermore, therapy nullified the
inherent antigen-specific CD8C T cell immune tolerance in
tumor host, enhanced the CD44hi memory phenotype of CD8C

and CD4C T cells, primed CD4C T cells polarizing to IFNg-
producing Th1 phenotype, and enabled DC activation in
tumor-draining lymph nodes. Remarkably, therapy elicited a
systemic cytokine “storm” including multiple antitumor cyto-
kines, however, presented no systemic autoimmune cytotoxic-
ity. The therapeutic effect was recaptured in TRAMP/MIC
mice that had less progressed carcinoma where MIC was
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predominantly retained on cell surface and in syngeneic trans-
plantable model where tumor cells only express sMIC.

Induced expression of surface MIC during oncogenesis
forms a systemic alarm to prevent tumor progression. How-
ever, during the oncoimmune dynamic interaction, tumors
evolved to create a negative systemic immune checkpoint to
favor disease progression by releasing sMIC. Our study pro-
vided the definite evidence and preclinical validation that neu-
tralizing sMIC with a nonblocking anti-MIC antibody is a
viable therapeutic approach for MICC malignancies. Intrigu-
ingly, antibody targeting sMIC not only alleviated sMIC-
induced immune suppression and revamped the endogenous
NK immunity as expected, but also surprisingly heightened
effector CD8C and CD4C T cell antitumor potential and
enhanced DC activation in the tumor-draining lymph nodes
(Fig. 1). It is evident that further investigations are required to
gain full understandings of these therapeutic effects at the
molecular and cellular level. The compelling question is how
therapy can revamp and refuel the adaptive immune responses.
With all due respect, our study has demonstrated that sustained
NK cell function plays a significant role in heightening effector
CD8C and CD4C T cell antitumor potentials.

Our study has launched a new avenue or at the very least
raised a concern of current clinical practice of cancer immuno-
therapy. Most of cancer immune therapeutic modalities, such
as checkpoint blockade or vaccine therapy, are dependent upon
ongoing active or competent endogenous immune responses.
Providing circulating sMIC can sabotage endogenous immune
responses through multiple pathways, co-targeting sMIC with

a neutralizing antibody should be considered to bolster the out-
come of current immune therapeutic modalities in MICC

patients. In retrospect, clinical investigations in MICC cancer
patients have supported this concept, where patients who
developed anti-MIC autoantibody during anti-CTLA4 or vac-
cine therapy demonstrated better clinical responses.10
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